
In an increasingly competitive business-world, customers 
continually seek to improve their cost base and efficiencies. In 
financial and accounting matters, which may in many instances, 
not even be the core business of an enterprise, this is to be done 
most carefully - without losing dependability, confidentiality and 
accuracy. 

MoreMore than ever, business executives need recourse to timely, correct 
financial information to base their decisions on. ERPs are essential to 
this; however a software is only as good as the inputs and information 
put in. 

TheThe situation created by the pandemic is permanently changing the 
way organizations work. It is challenging the need to have heavy, fixed 
organizations or the traditional, non-agile ‘outsource’ model. 
Organizations need to have imaginative resourcing solutions to tackle 
costs responsibly while enhancing quality of service, responsiveness to 
customers. 

AATH-Praezis’ internationally certified associates and competent staff 
will assist organizations have in place the most responsive with 
non-complicated solutions for operating, running the ERP and provide 
associated accounting, finance work including reporting, analysis, 
audit, data-entry, procedures, etc. All this is done maintaining elaborate 
levels of confidentiality of information and data. The service is delivered 
with ‘assurance’, economically. ATH-Praezis helps enterprizes 
re-activate their business regain competitiveness. re-activate their business regain competitiveness. 

Working closely with its customers’ staff, ATH-Praezis enables its 
customers deliver against stringent service demands. Engaging with its 
customers through effective, ‘customized’ arrangements. This gives 
the control to be retained by the ‘driver of the business’ i.e. the 
customer itself such that it may maintain consistency of service, 
smoothness of operations, react to needs fast without burden of fixed 
organizations and burdensome contracts. 

AATH-Praezis’ tailored, most-economical, services commensurate with 
the nature of business are dedicated to achieve consistent, sound, 
optimal outcomes for the customer. ATH-Praezis makes that easy!

ATH-Praezis strives to seek renown by adhering to the highest 
standards of ethics, confidentiality, accuracy and precision of 
documentation. ATH-Praezis takes great care to protect its customers’ 
impeccable reputation. 

Get The Praezis Advantage

Recognized for aenon to detail and speed of 
service, ATH-Praezis balances innovave, 
responsive soluons with a pragmac, 
cost-conscious approach. This client-centred 
philosophy earns ATH-Praezis customer trust and 
lasng business relaonships.

AATH-Praezis works with its customers on any size 
of project - small or large, urgent or planned - 
meeng client’s current and future needs.

Each assignment is led by one of ATH-Praezis 
hands-on principals and embraced by a carefully 
selected project team of seasoned professionals. 
SeService ‘Building Blocks’ already available with 
ATH-Praezis may be configured, ulized, or 
completely new soluons structured.

TheseThese core teams, carefully selected and 
resourced, collaborate with customers‘ staff in 
order to completely sasfy customers’ objecves. 
Services are provided from a choice of several 
'vercals'. For more information, please contact your local ATH-Praezis 

representative or visit: www.ath-praezis.com


